
Don’t get stuck with an ELD that isn’t compliant 
and doesn’t stand the test of time. And, don’t 
sign up with a rookie vendor that can’t support 
you for the long haul! Omnitracs has been an 
industry leader for almost 30 years. 
 

Stay on the road with an Omnitracs ELD solution,  and remain 
competitive, compliant, and confident  — for just $23 per month.

www.omnitracs.com/eld or call 800.348.7227

© 2017 Omnitracs, LLC. All rights reserved. Omnitracs is a trademark of Omnitracs, LLC. All other trademarks are the 
property of their respective owners. Omnitracs endeavors to ensure that the information in this document is correct 
and fairly stated, but Omnitracs is not liable for any errors or omissions. Published information may not be up to date, 
and it is important to confirm current status with Omnitracs.   (12/17)
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Know the Timeline

There are two different deadlines for the ELD Mandate: 
  December 18, 2017: 
  •  ELD-certified e-logs are required to be used after this date
  •  If your fleet is already using AOBRD-certified e-logs, they can be used until December 16, 2019
  •  Non-ELDs will not be sold after this date
  December 16, 2019: 
  •  All electronic logs are required to be compliant with the ELD Mandate. 
  •  AOBRDs cannot be used after this date.

Learn the New Functionality

ELDs are very similar to the electronic logs that the industry has used for years. Most of the new 
ELD Mandate requirements are concerned with how the devices and systems collect, store, and 
report log data. Here are examples of the new requirements:

  1. DRIVER LOGBOOKS – Hours of Service (HOS) rules don’t change. Instead, time is recorded 
      automatically and drivers and fleets will be able to review, approve, and edit the logs.
  2. REPORTING – The methods for electronically reporting Record of Duty Status (RODS) with 
      ELDs is standardized to ensure accuracy and security.
  3. DRIVING DATA – ELDs will track additional fleet, truck and driver information to create 
      visibility with law enforcement and prevent fraudulent reporting.
  4. FLEET DATA – Carriers are expected to provide additional details about your fleet, the truck, 
      and the driver. This information will be conveyed to law enforcement during compliance 
      checks.
  5. DUTY STATUSES – A “Duty Status” is required to be assigned for all vehicle activity. Some 
      of these statuses will occur automatically, while others can be selected manually.
  6. DRIVER ALERTS – Devices will be required to trigger an alert when there is 
      “unassigned driving time” on a driver log, or when a device malfunction is found.

If you know your fleet needs to comply with the ELD Mandate, 
here are some next steps to make sure you cover your bases.

Understand Operational Implications

Research how the new ELD requirements will affect your fleet’s operations. The types of changes 
to prepare for are: 
  •  Automatic duty statuses: rules, thresholds, and requirements
  •  Using “Personal Conveyance” and “Yard Move”
  •  Driver and vehicle setup
  •  Fleet audits and reporting
  •  Carrier log edits
  •  Driver log edits
  •  Unassigned vehicle activity (identification and reconciliation)
  •  Anti-harassment protocols

Develop an Implementation Plan and Timeline 
(Optional for larger fleets)

Introducing a new application to your fleet is always challenging and the same will be true 
with ELDs. Since an ELD implementation will affect many different roles and departments, 
it’s important to have a solid plan in place and stick with it. The plan should provide detailed 
timelines and areas of responsibility from start to finish and regular meetings should be 
scheduled to check on overall progress.

It’s also okay if your fleet needs help in project planning or training/technical support. Some 
ELD vendors offer professional services to help you during the transition to ELDs.

Find the Right Solution

There are a variety of ELDs on the market from dozens of providers. It’s important you find a 
solution that’s a fit for how your drivers and company operate. Choosing certain providers can 
have many long-lasting benefits that may determine which solution you go with: 
  •  CREDIBILITY AND LONGEVITY – Preventing future compliance issues begins with 
choosing 
     a vendor that’s been around long enough to prove their commitment to reliability and 
     customer service.
  •  INDUSTRY FAMILIARITY – Some solutions have been around a while and drivers and law 
     enforcement may already know how to use them. A device that’s well-known can speed up 
     driver training and reduce the downtime from roadside safety checks.
  •  ADDITIONAL SERVICES – Most companies looking for an ELD want something basic that 
     meets the minimum requirements of the ELD Mandate. However, many companies are 
     realizing that they can save time and money through other valuable applications 
     such as IFTA reporting. 
If you’re currently using an e-log, find out from your provider what you should do. Some 
providers will automatically update your existing system and prevent you from having to buy a 
new device.

Develop Guidelines and Best Practices 
(Optional for larger fleets)

Before you begin training the company on the operation changes that ELDs require, it’s a good 
idea to take a moment to set some standards early on to help ensure a smoother transition. 
Examples of the types of processes that are good to standardize early on are:
  •  Guidance for consistent and clear annotation
  •  Processes for submission and retention of required supporting documents
  •  Processes for reporting and resolving ELD malfunctions or other technical issues

Testing/Pilot Program 
(Optional for larger fleets)

Before rolling out ELDs to the entire fleet, it’s always a good idea to test a solution with a 
smaller group to resolve any issues. This group should represent a cross-section of the larger 
audience to ensure the solution is vetted at every level. Some fleets choose this group at 
random, or by geography. The types of users to include in the test program should include:
  •  Drivers
  •  Administrative users (dispatchers, driver managers, fleet managers, etc.)
  •  Other users (maintenance, road techs, yard jockeys)

Train Drivers

Once installed, you should provide your drivers with training on how to use the device. Every 
driver using an ELD should know how to do the following by the mandate deadline:
  o  Log in
  o  Respond to unassigned driving hours the ELD records
  o  Record duty status changes
  o  Log edits (fleet and driver)
  o  Add notes to records to explain any edits or additions
  o  Certify records – to indicate that they are complete and accurate
  o  Access RODS data from the ELD
  o  Review and understand the ELD printout/display information
  o  Transfer ELD data by email or Bluetooth to inspectors or law enforcement
  o  Identify and correct or report data diagnostic issues
  o  Report ELD malfunctions
  o  Fleet-specific processes and procedures
Some ELD providers offer additional time-saving applications such as DVIR and automated 
IFTA reporting. If you choose to adopt any of these other applications, your drivers should be 
trained on these prior to their use.

Train Support Staff

In addition to training the drivers, there should be a plan in place to train the fleet support staff 
on the types of changes to expect with ELDs. These topics should be addressed:
  o  Driver and vehicle onboarding
  o  Compliance requirements and processes
  o  Supporting document requirements and processes
  o  ELD operations
  o  Log edits (fleet and driver)
  o  ELD data retention
  o  Understanding and preventing harassment and coercion
  o  ELD troubleshooting/malfunction
  o  Fleet-specific processes and procedures

Learn the Implications of Non-Compliance

After the deadline, if a non-exempt driver is caught without an AOBRD or ELD-compliant e-log, 
fines may be issued to the carrier. In some cases, the truck may be required to be taken off the 
road for up to 10 hours before resuming operations.

If it’s determined that the device itself doesn’t comply with ELD requirements, carriers will have 
eight days to replace the device with a compliant solution. The ELD provider isn’t required to 
do anything. Choosing a credible vendor that you can trust to keep you compliant is a very 
important step to avoiding future legal and regulatory issues.

Learn the Data Storage Requirements

Unlike previous rulemakings, the ELD Mandate also defines how your fleet stores Hours of 
Service data and for how long. Be sure to ask your ELD provider how to address this for your 
operations.
  •  You must retain ELD data and backup data for 6 months
  •  You must ensure secure storage of all data and backups to protect driver privacy
Some vendors will backup and store data automatically as part of their service contract, so be 
sure to check to see if this functionality is included as part of your service plan. 

Understand Driver Harassment and the Penalties

It’s important that your drivers and dispatchers understand how ELD data can prevent driver 
harassment. In the new legislation, the fleet has additional responsibility and can even be 
penalized if it’s determined a dispatcher intentionally put a driver in a situation that led to an 
HOS violation. 
  •  It is harassment if a carrier uses ELD data to pressure a driver to take action that results in 
     an HOS violation or to drive when ill or fatigued
  •  Carriers are subject to a penalty for harassment as well as the penalty for the HOS violation

https://www.omnitracs.com/omnitracs-solutions-eld-compliance
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